Photomodulation of the chiroptical properties of new chiral methacrylic polymers with side chain azobenzene moieties.
We have investigated the photoinduced optical properties of a new class of chiral methacrylic polymers characterised by the presence in the side chain of an optically active pyrrolidinyl ring linked to a trans-azoaromatic system. The homopolymers are enantiomerically pure and their strong optical activity indicates that the macromolecules assume, both in solution and in solid thin films, highly homogeneous conformations with a prevailing chirality. As expected, the studied polymers exhibit reversible linear dichroism and birefringence when irradiated with linearly polarised light. By irradiating with circularly polarised light, we have discovered that it is possible to photomodulate the chiroptical properties of the polymer films. After irradiation with L-polarised light, the CD spectra of the films show a net inversion of their relative sign. The effect is reversible and the original shape of the CD spectra can be restored by pumping with R-polarised radiation. This unexpected new phenomenon can be explained in terms of the ability of the L-polarised radiation to invert the prevailing helicity of the polymeric chains. The observed effect seems to open new possibilities for the use of azobenzene-containing materials as chiroptical switches.